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DISCRETIONARY REVISIONS

This is a peculiar study since is trying to divulge information before the trial’s expiry (considered the very scarce duration of survival of the sample).

In any case, more than on the course of the illness, the study is based on the bio-mechanic of the bone lesion location. It is taken for granted that the SREs rather affect the spine than the skull due to the different load of the body weight.

It would have been correct to analyse a specific location, i.e. the femur, and evaluate the metastasization in different locations: skull, neck, diaphyses, condyles.

As a matter of fact, from the conclusions one deduces that the median survival of the studied patients is similar for the several examined subgroups and suggestion that every patient with bone metastases, independently from the location, ought to be submitted to specific therapies is taken for granted.

Finally, the risk of SREs, that doubles owing to the first incident, might also be referable to the type of metastasization of the breast cancer that rather appears in “small shot” form than in single units. Just one bone metastasis location is often evident where there actually are many smaller ones that escape the clinical-instrumental investigation.
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